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Keith Lemon (Leigh
Francis)
Fictional stand-up comedian and television host
Available For:

• Hosting & Presenting

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

About
Keith Lemon is a fictional character portrayed by comedian Leigh Francis.
Leigh has many accolades but started his career when he was nominated as Best Newcomer at The British Comedy
Awards in 2002 for his work on C4's Friday night show Bo' Selecta!, fronted by celeb super-fan Avid Merrion. It was
from this series that many of his now infamous characters (and their associated catchphrases) were born such as
Mel B, Craig David and Kes and of course Michael Jackson. Another two series' of the hilarious sketch show
followed and one of his characters The Bear even got his own spin-off show, A Bear's Tail! At the end of 2005, Avid
moved to Los Angeles with his wife (and sister) Sacha to open up a hotel, which was packed to the rafters with
Hollywood A Listers in Avid Merrion's XXXmas Special. Avid and Sacha later returned to their star-studded
Hollywood hotel for a new series, Bo in the USA.
2009 saw the death of Leigh's hero, Pop legend Michael Jackson, and so Leigh did a tribute to him in the only way he
knew how, by donning the infamous Bo' Selecta! rubber masks one last time and creating a one off unique program
Cha'mone Mo' Fo' Selecta! Featuring highlights of MJ's life for E4 and on DVD.
Leigh first introduced us to Keith Lemon “Businessman of the Year 93” In 2007 when Keith fronted a brand new
comedy travel series, Keith Lemon's Very Brilliant World Tour, his first ever show for ITV2. The series followed
Keith as he took some time out to travel the world with the aim to “fatten his horizons and texturise his
conversations”.
Leigh's comedy creation, Keith Lemon, made his first venture in to prime time ITV1 when he hosted Sing If You Can
during Spring 2011 – the debut episode was the highest rated original programme for the channel in over 3 years.
In November 2011 Leigh fulfilled a lifetime ambition when the cameras started rolling on Keith Lemon: The Film – a
film that not only he stars in, but that he also co-wrote and was released in cinemas in August 2012.
Keith still hosts the Multi award winning Celebrity Juice where he sits sandwiched between bang tidy copresenters Fearne Cotton and Holly Willoughby and the show regularly breaks ITV2 viewing records.
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TAGS FOR KEITH LEMON (LEIGH FRANCIS)

Stand up Comedian
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Television Presenter

Character Comedian

